MAY 4 – LEAN IN DESIGN LEARNING SESSIONS

- LCI LEAN IN THE DESIGN PHASE (LCI) – Instructor – Dave Hagan, Devenney Group; Michael Williams, Stantec (8:00am-noon) Salon 5-6
- LCI LAST PLANNER SYSTEM® IN DESIGN – Christian Pikel, The ReAlignment Group; Neelanjana Sen, HGA; Annmarie Thurnquist, Jacobs (1:00pm-5:00pm) Salon 5-6
- LCI READY SET GO SCRUM – Instructor – Felipe Engineer-Manriquez, EBFC (8:00am-noon) Salon 7-8
- LCI EFFECTIVE BIG ROOM (LCI) – Tammy McConaughy, CRB; Jeremiah Sugarman, JE Dunn (1:00pm-5:00pm) Salon 7-8
- LCI TARGET VALUE DELIVERY – Katie Wells and Michelle Whiteside, Brasfield & Gorrie (8:00am-5:00pm) Salon 3-4
- THE VISUAL DECISION PLOTTER™ – Larry Kavanagh, Unified Works (8:00am-noon) Salon 1-2
- LCI BUNCHES OF COACHES: COACHING COACHES – Instructor Andy Fulton, The ReAlignment Group of California; Kelcey Henderson, Continuum Advisory Group (1:00pm-5:00pm) Salon 1-2

5:00 – 6:30 PM – RECEPTION

MAY 5 – FEATURED SPEAKERS AND “LEAN ROUND TABLE” DISCUSSION SESSIONS

7:15 AM – BREAKFAST

8:00 AM – Welcome – Dan Heinemeier, Executive Director, Lean Construction Institute North Ballroom

8:15 – 9:15 AM – Hops, Jumps, and Leaps - 15 years of Process Improvement - John Moebes, Crate & Barrel; Stan Chiu, Gensler North Ballroom

9:15 – 9:45 AM – Networking Break Exhibit Hall

9:45 – 10:30 AM – Aligning Around Measured Outcomes – Steven Eiss, Northern Arizona Healthcare; Tony Montalto, HKS; Bernita Beikmann, HKS North Ballroom

10:30 – 11:15 AM – Lean in BioPharma Design for Manufacturing and Assembly - George Cusick, Merck; Dana Tilley, Jacobs; Jessica Kelley, Merck; AnnMarie Thurnquist, Jacobs North Ballroom

11:15-Noon – Lean Futures and the Role of Artificial Intelligence Panel – Patrick Chopson, cove.tool; Patrick Eldridge, KLH Engineers; Samir Emdanat, vPlanner; Moderator: Zig Rubel, Forsight Digital North Ballroom

Noon – 1:00 PM – Luncheon – 2022 LCI Design Award Announcement; Retrospective of 2021 LCI Design Award

Ten Lean Round Table sessions, from which each attendee may select two to attend at time of registration. Each session will run 90 minutes (1:00-2:30 pm; and 3:00-4:30pm)

1:00-2:30 PM

1. Using Lean to Balance Priorities and Drive Design: Bernita Beikmann, Tony Montalto and Andrea Sponsel, HKS Salon 3-4
2. Lean and BIM: Dianne Davis, BIM Roadmaps, LLC; Bruce Cousins, Sword Integrated Building Solutions Salon 5
3. Lessons Learned for Public Sector Design/Construction Procurement to Improve Project Delivery Outcomes: Bryan Wahl, Bostwick Design Partnership; Mark Seifried, NV5 Salon 6
4. Owner Value, Less Waste, by Using Big Data: Zig Rubel, Forsight Digital Salon 7
5. Skip the Grid: Solar-powered Refrigeration System at the Navajo Nation: Jeong Woo, Sydney Sitton, Heather Sailor, California Polytechnic State University Salon 8

2:30 – 3:00 PM - Networking Break

3:00 – 4:30 PM

6. Design for PPMOF (Prefabrication, Preassembly, Modularization and Offsite Fabrication): David Korzuch, CRB; John Gable, HT Lyons Salon 6


8. Target Cost Setting: Katie Wells, Brasfield & Gorrie; Stan Chiu, Gensler Salon 3-4

9. TVD Lessons Learned from Validation to Releasing from the Model: Jay Cutler, Mike Politi and Clay Seese, CRB Salon 7

10. Evolving Design with Lean Methods & Mindset: Cathy Myers, Lisa Hitchingham and Julie Dolan, SSOE Group; John Strickland and Scott Hendrickson, Burns & McDonnell Salon 8